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Abstract

Individuals are increasingly dependent on their smartphones for many aspects of their lives. However, they often have difficulty
regulating their use. Excessive smartphone use has become an important concern and has attracted research on interventions to self-
regulate use. Self-regulation theory identifies various barriers to self-regulation of behavior. Monitoring barriers, or monitoring bias,
suggests that users have difficulty estimating their usage, and typically underestimate their levels of use. We examine one specific
informational mechanism intervention to address monitoring bias: providing users with usage feedback in the form of a weekly
summary of their smartphone usage behavior. Usage feedback addresses monitoring barriers by raising users’ awareness of possible
inconsistencies between their perceived and actual usage, and can, consequently, motivate them to regulate their usage. Furthermore,
because usage of different apps and different levels of usage involve different operational capacity barriers, we expect the intervention
to have heterogeneous effects on self-regulation of different types of apps and on users with different prior usage patterns. Leveraging
the introduction of the “screen usage” feedback on smartphones, our results suggest that after receiving usage feedback, users reduce
their overall usage frequency and duration. However, while they reduce usage duration across app types, we find heterogeneous effects
across app types for usage frequency. We also find heterogeneous effects across levels of usage, with, surprisingly, heavy users (who are
more likely to be habitual users) reducing usage to a larger extent.
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